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SYSTEMS, METHODS AND COMPUTER PROGRAM PRODUCTS

FOR DETERMINING DOCUMENT VALIDITY

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to document analysis systems, methods, and computer

program products, and more particularly, this invention relates to systems, methods, and

computer program products for determining document validity.

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

In the present day, business transactions are recorded as an exchange of

information between two or more parties. The information is generated by the sender and

can come to the receiver via a variety of means, e.g. via a paper document, an electronic

document, etc. Within a business transaction it is implicitly assumed that both parties

have some information about the document content and the type of transaction.

Many times, the receiving party has to validate the content of the received

document by comparing the document's content with its view of the transaction. This, for

example, can be achieved by a human reading the document and comparing the document

content to corresponding content already in the recipient's possession. However, the

layout and the forms of documents differ vastly between senders and are loosely

structured, making the automatic extraction and recognition of the relevant information

very challenging and inaccurate. Moreover, such manual review is both time consuming

and expensive.

Therefore, there is a current need for an improved method of automatic business

transaction document validation.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A method according to one embodiment includes performing optical character

recognition (OCR) on a scanned image of a first document, and extracting an identifier

from the first document. A complementary document associated with the first document

is identified using the identifier. A list of hypotheses mapping the first document to the

complementary document is generated using: textual information from the first

document; textual information from the complementary document; and predefined

business rules. A validity of the first document is determined based on the hypotheses.

An indication of the determined validity is output.

A method according to another embodiment includes extracting an identifier from

an electronic first document, and identifying a complementary document associated with

the first document using the identifier. A validity of the first document is determined by

simultaneously considering: textual information from the first document; textual

information from the complementary document; and predefined business rules. An

indication of the determined validity is output.

Systems and computer program products for providing, performing, and/or

enabling the methodology presented above are also presented.

Other aspects and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from

the following detailed description, which, when taken in conjunction with the drawings,

illustrate by way of example the principles of the invention.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a fuller understanding of the nature and advantages of the present invention, as

well as the preferred mode of use, reference should be made to the following detailed

description read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

\

FIG. 1 is a method for determining document validity in accordance with one

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a method for determining a validity of an invoice in accordance with one

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3 illustrates a method for determining a validity of an invoice without the

use of an intelligent agent in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 illustrates a network architecture, in accordance with one embodiment.

FIG. 5 shows a representative hardware environment that may be associated with

the servers and/or clients of FIG. 4, in accordance with one embodiment.



BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

The following description is the best mode presently contemplated for carrying

out the present invention. This description is made for the purpose of illustrating the

general principles of the present invention and is not meant to limit the inventive

concepts claimed herein. Further, particular features described herein can be used in

combination with other described features in each of the various possible combinations

and permutations.

Unless otherwise specifically defined herein, all terms are to be given their

broadest possible interpretation including meanings implied from the specification as

well as meanings understood by those skilled in the art and as defined in dictionaries,

treatises, etc.

It must also be noted that, as used in the specification and the appended claims,

the singular forms "a," "an" and "the" include plural referents unless otherwise specified.

Typical documents that support a business transaction include documents that are

exchanged while buying goods, for example, a purchase order, an invoice, other

documents such as a request for quotes, proof of delivery, etc. Of course, many other

types of transactions exist.

The receiving party has to validate the content of the received document by

comparing the document's content with its view of the transaction, which in most cases is

stored electronically in a database; i.e., the receiver has to retrieve or extract the

information from the received document and compare it to the corresponding information

stored in its database. This, for example, can be achieved by a human reading the

document, encoding its data, and comparing it to the corresponding content of the

receiver's database. The extraction of the information can be, at least to some extent,



automated by utilizing technologies that automatically extract the relevant information

from the document.

Today many documents still are received on paper and are built for human

readability. The layout and the forms of the documents differ vastly between senders and

are loosely structured, making the automatic extraction and recognition of the relevant

information using prior art methods very challenging and inaccurate. One way of

extracting the information from a piece of paper is by the use of a program that first

transforms the paper image into text, then navigates through the text and performs the

extraction of the needed fields. The most advanced of these programs look for special

features of the text or image to locate the relevant information. This requires significant

knowledge of the document structure and the document language.

To finalize the validation, the extracted data are passed on to a person or a

program that compares the extracted data with the content of the receiver database,

corrects the errors, and validates the transaction. In order to achieve an effective

automatic comparison of the extracted data to the content of the database, one has to first

resolve semantic differences between the sender's and the receiver's language. There

often exist many subtle differences in language, making direct and hence automatic

comparisons ineffective. For example, the sender and the receiver might use different

units resulting in different values that cannot be directly compared. Thus, data

normalization that translates the sender's language to the receiver's language in his

database has to occur prior to the automatic comparison to achieve a satisfactory

automation rate.

An alternative process to validate business transactions is to utilize an electronic

data interchange (EDI) which allows a direct, i.e. automatic, comparison and, thus,

validation, of the transaction as understood by the parties involved without having to

extract or to normalize the data. EDI achieves this level of automation by solving up-

front the data normalization problem through the use of standardized document forms for



the information exchange. The set-up of these forms is time- and cost-intensive, resulting

in a process that does not adapt easily to a changing environment.

In one embodiment, an automatic business transaction validation process allows

an automatic transaction validation level that comes close to EDI without the need of

manually defining standardized document forms. This is achieved by going beyond the

sequential process of information extraction, followed by data normalization and then

comparison to the receiver's database as described above. The new process utilizes all

information available simultaneously to validate the transaction. The different sources of

information are the received document, the receiver's expectation of the transaction as

stored in his database, and business rules pertaining to the specific transaction. The new

process simultaneously analyzes the information from these sources and uses the

complementary information to validate the interaction.

Specifically, it allows to automatically correct extraction and OCR errors as well

as to automatically normalize the data yielding a highly efficient comparison of the

received document to the receiver's database and, thus, results in an efficient automatic

validation of the transaction. In addition, over time the process is able to learn data

formatting specific to a sender, which in turn improves the level of automatic transaction

validation for this specific sender. In summary, the new process allows out of the box

automatic transaction validation independent of the source of the received documents

(paper or electronic). Over time the process allows to automatically build highly specific

data normalization for each receiver. In essence the new process generates automatically

the standardized document form used by EDI on the receiver side.

In one embodiment, a paper invoice validation process includes the following

steps. First, a paper invoice is scanned. Next, Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is

applied to the scanned invoice. Additionally, information is extracted from the invoice.

Examples of extracted invoice-header information are invoice-number, total amount

charged, name and address of sender. The extraction of line item information like



quantity, description, unit price, and total charge of line item is difficult to perform

effectively and reliably. Accordingly, line item extraction may often be skipped.

Further, the extracted information is manually validated. If necessary, OCR

errors and the labels assigned by the extractor to specific fields are corrected. For

example, it is determined whether the number identified by the extractor to be the

purchase order number is actually the customer number. Further still, the content of

extracted information is validated by matching against the purchase order. For example,

the total amount charged as extracted from the invoice may be matched to the total

amount ordered in the purchase order. Also, the invoice is validated by checking

validated information against invoice validation rules.

However, several challenges arise with this process. First, the set-up of an

effective and reliable automatic extraction system is time intensive. Especially, as

mentioned above, the extraction of line items is difficult. Automatic systems for line

item extraction often rely on template-extraction, with the need of having a custom-built

template for every vendor. Yet the information held by the line items is important to

validate the invoice.

Additionally, for the validation of the invoice, a large portion of the extracted

information may be irrelevant. Given the described process, the knowledge of which

information is important for invoice validation and which information can be disregarded

is not available to the operator responsible for validating the extracted information. As a

result, the operator often validates and corrects more information than is actually needed.

Further, manual validation of the content is time intensive. Automated validation of the

content requires a set-up process in order to handle semantic differences between the

invoice and the purchase order information. For example, the units might differ between

the invoice and the purchase order. In short, one may have to normalize the invoice data

in order to achieve an effective automated matching. The set-up of the data normalization

is time and labor-intensive. For every supplier specific data normalization is required.



Similarly, description of the ordered goods can vary substantially between the invoice

and the purchase order. For example, a ninety degree connection pipe might be described

as an elbow-connection pipe on the invoice and a right angle connection pipe on the

purchase order.

The result of these challenges and problems is that automatic invoice validation is

often ineffective and only applicable to a small portion of the incoming invoices,

especially when also line item information is needed for the invoice validation. One can

further improve the process by using electronic invoices, which effectively eliminate the

first two challenges described above. For electronic invoices the data normalization step

remains for automated content validation.

One disadvantage of the above invoice validation process is its sequential nature

that processes one source of information at a time independent from the other sources of

available information. For example, given a scanned paper invoice, the OCR step tries to

find the most likely character sequence given the input of scanned pixels. The OCR step

does not take into account the information from extraction and the information from

validating the extracted content by matching to the purchase order. Obviously, this

additional information constrains the possible character sequences and can therefore

improve the OCR step. Business rules are another source of additional information that

can benefit the OCR step, the extraction step, as well as the data normalization step. For

invoices, an exemplary business rule is that the total price of a line item should be equal

to the quantity delivered of the line item times the unit price. By utilizing this

information in the validation through matching steps, one can, for example, disambiguate

unit differences between the invoice and the purchase order. These are just a few out of

many examples that illustrate the advantage of simultaneously leveraging additional

information in the validation process.

In contrast to the aforementioned process, the invoice validation process detailed

below leverages several or all available sources of information simultaneously to



determine the invoice's validity. In general, the sources of available information include

the invoice itself, the corresponding purchase order, delivery notes, and business rules.

The invoice validation process takes the information from OCR, extraction, validation of

the extracted content by matching to the purchase order, and business rules. It evaluates

the hypotheses allowed under the combined constraints of the given information and as a

result gives a confidence score that indicates the validity of the invoice. In addition, the

process also flags potential problems. For example, line items on the invoice that do not

match to any position in the purchase order, under delivery, over delivery, price

differences between the invoice and the purchase order, and so forth.

Figure 1 shows a method 100 for determining document validity. It should be

noted that the method 100 may be carried out in any desired environment.

As shown in operation 102, optical character recognition (OCR) is performed on a

scanned image of a first document, which may be a paper document used as part of an

overall transaction. The first document may include any physical representation of

handwritten, typewritten or printed text. For example, the first document may include an

invoice, a receipt, a bill, a sales order document, an insurance claim document, etc. In

another example, the first document may include an explanation of benefits document, a

medical insurance document, etc.

Additionally, in one embodiment, the scanned image may be generated by

scanning the first document. For example, the document may be scanned using a

personal or commercial hardware scanning device, using scanning software, etc.

Further, the scanned image may include any image that results from the scanning

of a document. For example, the scanned image may include a JPEG image, a bitmap

image, a TIFF image, a RAW image, etc. Of course, however, the scanned image may

include any image type. Additionally, in the context of the current embodiment, optical



character recognition may include any mechanical or electronic translation of the scanned

image into machine-editable text.

It should be noted that the OCR step above may not need to be performed in

particular circumstances. For example, in one instance, then first document may include

an electronic document.

Additionally, as shown in operation 104, an identifier is extracted from the first

document. In the context of the current embodiment, the identifier may include any

aspect of the first document that can be used for purposes of identification. For example,

the identifier may include a purchase order number, a heading of a document, a title of a

document, a file name of an OCRed version of a document, etc. In one embodiment, the

identifier may be extracted from the scanned and OCRed version of the first document.

In another embodiment, the identifier may be extracted from the first document

by scanning one or more portions of the first document. In still another embodiment, the

identifier may be extracted simultaneously with the OCRing of the document. In yet

another embodiment, the identifier may be manually extracted. Of course, however, the

identifier may be extracted from the first document in any manner.

Moreover, in an alternate approach, rather than extracting an identifier from the

first document, the identifier may be input from some other source, e.g., from a user who

inputs the identifier; from scanning a bar code on the first document; from a file name of

the electronic image of the first document; etc.

Further, as shown in operation 106, a complementary document (or documents)

associated with the first document is identified using the identifier. In the context of the

current embodiment, the complementary document may include any document that is

related in some way to the first document. For example, the complementary document

may include at least one of a purchase order, a memorandum, a delivery note, etc. In



another embodiment, the complementary document may have a relationship with the first

document. For example, the complementary document may include a purchase order

related to the first document, where the first document is an invoice.

In another embodiment, the complementary document may be identified by

comparing the identifier against a database, repository, etc. For example, a purchase

order may be identified by comparing a purchase order number against a purchase order

repository. In yet another embodiment, the complementary document may be retrieved.

For example, the complementary document may be retrieved from the database,

repository, etc.

Also, as an option, the identifier may be additionally determined using an

additional document that links the first document to the complementary document. For

example, a vendor identifier may be extracted from an additional document that links a

list of open purchase order numbers with identifiers of vendors.

Further still, as shown in operation 108, a list of hypotheses mapping the first

document to the complementary document are generated using textual information from

the first document, textual information from the complementary document, and

predefined business rules. In one embodiment, the textual information from the first

document and from the complementary document may include numerical information,

text, a symbol, etc. For example, the textual information may include a description of

goods, a line item, a header field item, a unit price, a quantity of goods, an extended

price, etc.

In another embodiment, some textual information may be missing from the first

document. For example, there may have been an error with OCRing. In response,

columns of the first document may be validated in order to fill in any gaps, and

operations such as a square balance may be performed in order to obtain correct textual

information from the first document.



In yet another embodiment, a term on the first document may be correlated to a

different term on the complementary document as referring to a same thing. For

example, different entities, such as suppliers, customers, etc., may use a different

description or different language for descriptions of products, units of measure, etc. In

another embodiment, a closest match may be determined for the term on the first

document if no direct correlation can be found. Additionally, the correlation of the terms

may be stored in a database. For example, a translation database may be constructed on-

the-fly during the generation of the list of hypotheses for later use.

In addition, the list of hypotheses may be generated using non-textual information

from the first document and the complementary document, such as lines, colors, etc.

Further, the list of hypotheses may be generated using location information from the first

document and the complementary document. For example, the location information may

include a location of textual information within the first document or complementary

document. This location information may assist in generating the list of hypotheses. For

example, the location of textual information that is known to be correct may be used to

determine whether an error exists with other textual information.

In another embodiment, the hypotheses may include any correspondence between

one or more items of textual information of the first document and the corresponding

document. For example, the hypotheses may include a match between textual

information from the first document and textual information from the corresponding

document. Further, the predefined business rules may include any predetermined rules

relating to a business. In one embodiment, the predefined business rules may relate to the

first document or the complementary document. For example, the predefined business

rules may include a rule that a total price of a line item is equal to a quantity multiplied

by a unit price. In another example, the predefined business rules may include a rule that

all line items have to equal a subtotal of the first document.



In addition, an expectation or other constraints may be used in the generation of

the list of hypotheses. For example, an expectation from an ERP system disclosing that a

particular amount of a certain product is to be expected may be used.

In one exemplary embodiment, any fields that potentially match between the first

document and the complementary document are selected as potential fields for generating

hypotheses. Additionally, a single field may have multiple potential corresponding

hypotheses. Once all potentially matching fields have been determined, a structure of the

first document and/or the complementary document is determined and the fields are

grouped into logical order. For example, the fields may be grouped in a "nearest

neighbor" manner. In another example, the fields may be grouped as a description, a

quality, a price, a total, etc. Further, the predefined business rules are then used to

confirm the validity of the fields. For example, a predefined business rule may confirm

that an individual amount field multiplied by an individual cost field equals a total cost

field. In this way, accurate hypotheses may be generated using little reconstruction or

extraction.

In another exemplary embodiment, extraction is run over the OCRed version of

the first document in order to provide textual information as well as an initial idea about

each field. After an analysis utilizing the extracted textual information, the predefined

business rules, and the complementary document, the extracted textual information is

altered. For example, numbers, letters, and other field items are altered according to

information obtained from the predefined business rules and the complementary

document. After the alteration has occurred, an additional analysis is performed utilizing

the altered extracted textual information, the predefined business rules, and the

complementary document. In this way, the extracted textual information may be fine-

tuned to more accurately relate to the complementary document.

In yet another exemplary embodiment, extraction is run over the OCRed version

of the first document in order to identify all lines and groups of lines representative of



line items. Additionally, a cross-correlation is performed between the complementary

document and the extracted textual information from the first document. Further, the first

document is reconstructed using the cross-correlation.

In another embodiment, OCR errors in the first document may be corrected using

at least one of the textual information from the complementary document and the

predefined business rules. Additionally, in another embodiment, data from the first

document may be normalized using at least one of the textual information from the

complementary document and the predefined business rules. Further, in yet another

embodiment, data from the complementary document may be normalized using at least

one of the textual information from the first document and the predefined business rules.

For example, normalization may include converting grams to kilograms, ounces to grams,

dollars to euro, etc.

In addition, as shown in operation 110, a validity of the first document is

determined based on the hypotheses. In the context of the current embodiment, the

validity may include an indication of whether the first document is sufficiently related to

the complementary document. For example, the validity may include an indication that

the first document matches the complementary document. Additionally, the validity may

be determined by analyzing the hypotheses. In another embodiment, the determination

may be additionally based on a confidence level of the hypotheses.

Further, in one embodiment, an alert may be generated upon encountering a

potential problem when determining the validity of the first document. For example, the

alert may include an identification of a mismatch in expected similar or identical values

in the first and complementary documents. Additionally, in another embodiment, user

input may be received indicating at least one of a correction and a validation of items

such as a line item, header field item, etc. of the first document.



Further still, in another embodiment, determining the validity of the first

document may include automatically estimating values for expected or actual line items,

header field items, etc. in the first document. Also, determining the validity of the first

document may include automatically correcting values for expected or actual line items,

header field items, etc. in the first document based on at least one of the textual

information from the complementary document and the business rules. In yet another

embodiment, the first document may be reconstructed using the hypotheses and business

rules, wherein the determining the validity step analyzes the reconstructed first document.

As an option, determining the validity of the first document may include globally

validating the textual information from the first document. For example, each line item

of an invoice may be globally validated.

In still another embodiment, upon determining that the first document is valid,

knowledge may be generated based on the hypotheses generated. For example, the

generating the knowledge may include using transduction. Any transductive method

known in the art can be used. Several transductive methods which may be used in various

embodiments are set forth in U.S. Patent Application Pub. No. US 2008-0097936 Al to

Schmidtler et al., filed May 23, 2007, and which is herein incorporated by reference.

In one exemplary embodiment, once extracted textual information from the first

document has been later verified by an individual, or the extracted textual information

has been verified by a computer by the determination of a perfect match, the verification

is sent to the extractor. In this way, the extractor "learns" from the verified information

and can apply the verified information to future extraction and analysis.

Furthermore, as shown in operation 112, an indication of the determined validity

is output. The output indication may include text, an image, a sound, or any other

indication representative of the determined validity. For example, the indication may be

output to a graphical display device, etc. Moreover, the indication may be output to, and

stored on, a storage medium, e.g., of a type known in the art, such as RAM, ROM, hard



drive, etc. In this way, the first document may be validated straight through, in most

instances without human intervention, and with accurate knowledge of what is not valid

in the first document. Additionally, in one embodiment, the determined validity may be

used to validate a business transaction.

Additionally, a reconciliation screen may be output to a user upon failing to

determine that the first document is valid or determining that the first document is

invalid. For example, if one or more errors in the first document result in an unresolvable

match with the complementary document, the errors are represented in the reconciliation

screen, where a human operator (for example, an employee of the customer or the

supplier) may view the errors and correct the first document in order to assist in the

determination of the validity of the first document. The human operation may be notified

via a message, e.g. an electronic mail message, that unresolvable errors exist with the first

document. After human correction has been performed, the method may then be repeated

on the corrected first document.

In another embodiment, a notification to access the reconciliation screen may be

sent to a sender of the first document. Further, a modification to the first document may

be received by a user viewing the reconciliation screen. Further still, re-validation of the

modified first document may be attempted.

The methodology presented herein may be repeated for sequential documents,

which may or may not relate to the same transaction. For example, assume that a second

document is part of the same transaction as a first document. After determining the

validity of the first document, the validity of a second document may be determined

using the original complementary document again, and/or using the first document as the

complementary document. Thus, an illustrative sequence may be to run the method of

Figure 1 to validate the first document, then perform OCR on a scanned image of a

second document, and extract an identifier from the second document. A second

complementary document associated with the second document is identified. As noted



above, the second complementary document may be the same as that used to validate the

first document, and/or the validated first document may be used as the second

complementary document. In another approach, the second complementary document is

some other document altogether. A list of hypotheses mapping the second document to

the second complementary document is generated using: textual information from the

second document, textual information from the second complementary document, and

predefined business rules. A validity of the second document is determined based on the

hypotheses, and an indication of the determined validity of the second document is

output.

In one example, the first document may be an invoice, the validity of which is

determined using an associated purchase order as the complementary document. The

associated proof of delivery is also to be validated. However, assume it is difficult to

validate the proof of delivery against the purchase order due to variations in the way

quantities, costs, etc. are shown on the two documents. Once the invoice has been

validated, it may be used as the complementary document to validate the proof of

delivery.

Along a similar line, the general method may be performed to again attempt to

determine the validity the first document, except this time a different complementary

document is used. This approach may be useful for providing a higher confidence of the

validity of the first document by providing two or more determinations of validity. This

approach may also be used when a first attempt at validating the document fails.

Figure 2 shows a method 200 for determining a validity of an invoice, in

accordance with another embodiment. As an option, the method 200 may be carried out

in the context of the architecture and environment of Figure 1. Of course, however, the

method 200 may be carried out in any desired environment.



As shown in operation 202, an invoice is scanned. Additionally, in operation 204

the scanned invoice is OCRed. Further, in operation 206 an attempt is made to extract a

purchase order number and/or a seller address from the invoice. In one embodiment, the

extraction may be for purposes of identifying a purchase order corresponding to the

invoice. In another embodiment, the extraction may be performed by a simple extractor.

In operation 208, it is determined whether the automatic extraction has failed. If

it has, in operation 210 the purchase order number and/or the seller address are manually

extracted from the invoice.

Additionally, if in operation 208 it is determined that the automatic extraction has

not failed, in operation 212 purchase order information is requested for the given invoice

from a purchase order repository 214. For example, the purchase order information may

be requested from an ERP system.

Further, in operation 216 the purchase order for the given invoice is retrieved

from the purchase order repository 214. In on embodiment, a set of purchase orders may

be retrieved for the given invoice.

Also, the purchase order for the given invoice retrieved in operation 216 as well

as the scanned and OCRed invoice are processed utilizing an integrated matching and

extraction algorithm 220 which performs integrated iterative invoice validation. In one

embodiment, line item information may be automatically identified and validated from

the scanned and OCRed invoice by the integrated matching and extraction algorithm 220.

For example, unit price, quantity, description of line item, and line item price, in addition

to a subtotal charge, a tax charge, a shipping and handling charge, and a total price may

be automatically identified and validated from the invoice. In another example, a

statistical extractor may be run over the invoice. The statistical extractor may provide

information about extracted data such as the unit price, quantity, description, line item

price, etc.



In addition, it is determined by the integrated matching and extraction algorithm

220 in operation 222 whether the invoice is valid. For example, it may be determined

whether the invoice contains incomplete or incorrect data. If it is determined in operation

222 that the invoice is valid, then in operation 224 the invoice is further processed given

its validity. If it is determined in operation 222 that the invoice is invalid, then in

operation 226 the invoice is further processed according to one or more errors detected by

the validation process.

However, if it is determined in operation 222 that further input is needed, in

operation 228, an intelligent agent analyzes any matching results and determines specific

issues that prevented validation. Additionally, in operation 230 specific issues resulting

from the analysis by the intelligent agent in operation 228 that need further input from a

user are displayed. Further, in operation 232 the user supplies any requested further

input, and this further input is in turn processed utilizing the integrated matching and

extraction algorithm 220 along with the information extracted in operation 218 and the

purchase order for the given invoice retrieved in operation 216.

For example, in the event that the invoice cannot be automatically validated, the

system may request additional information from the user by prompting the user to correct

and validate OCRed data and extraction results for specific fields on the invoice that

prevented the automatic validation of the invoice. The corrected and validated

information may then be fed back to the integrated matching and extraction algorithm

220 in order to reevaluate the validity of the invoice given the additional information. As

an option, this process may be reiterated until the invoice is either validated or a serious

problem with the invoice has been identified that makes the invoice invalid.

In another example, the system may automatically identify with high accuracy

specific information on the invoice that prevents automatic validation. This may be

achieved by the intelligent agent which analyzes matching hypotheses utilizing business



rules. The intelligent agent may minimize the necessary input, which may result in highly

efficient manual validation and correction.

As a result, the above method 200 offers many advantages when compared to

other invoice validation approaches. For example, the above method 200 may provide

zero set-up, and may allow for a substantially larger number of invoices that can be

processed straight through without any human intervention. Additionally, the above

method 200 may provide for accelerated manual validation and correction of OCR and

extraction results, as well as an efficient identification of invalid invoices. In this way, it

may be determined whether circumstances such as underdelivery, overdelivery, and

overpricing are occurring based on one or more invoices without the need for a

specialized employee to search or analyze such invoices.

Further, the above method 200 may provide for the simultaneous use of different

sources of available information. By utilizing the knowledge from extraction, comparing

it to the expectation of the purchase order, and checking against the applicable business

rules, the above method 200 may yield improved extraction accuracy. In particular, line

item extraction accuracy may be substantially improved. Further still, the above method

200 may provide for automatic OCR error correction as well as automatic data

normalization. Also, since the above method 200 is an integrated process, any

improvements may feed on each other. For example, improved OCR may result in

improved extraction, which in turn may yield better matching, and so forth.

Figure 3 shows a method 300 for determining a validity of an invoice without the

use of an intelligent agent, in accordance with yet another embodiment. As an option, the

method 300 may be carried out in the context of the architecture and environment of

Figures 1 and/or 2. Of course, however, the method 300 may be carried out in any

desired environment.



As shown in operation 302, an invoice is scanned. Additionally, in operation 304

the scanned invoice is OCRed. Further, in operation 306 an attempt is made to extract a

purchase order number and/or a seller address from the invoice. In operation 308, it is

determined whether the automatic extraction has failed. If it has, in operation 310 the

purchase order number and/or the seller address are manually extracted from the invoice.

Additionally, if in operation 308 it is determined that the automatic extraction has

not failed, in operation 312 purchase order information is requested for the given invoice

from a purchase order repository 314. For example, the purchase order information may

be requested from an ERP system.

Further, in operation 316 the purchase order for the given invoice is retrieved

from the purchase order repository 314. In on embodiment, a set of purchase orders may

be retrieved for the given invoice.

Also, the scanned and OCRed invoice, as well as the purchase order for the given

invoice retrieved in operation 316, are processed utilizing an integrated matching and

extraction algorithm 320 which performs integrated iterative invoice validation. In

addition, it is determined by the integrated matching and extraction algorithm 320 in

operation 322 whether the invoice is valid. For example, it may be determined whether

the invoice contains incomplete or incorrect data.

If it is determined in operation 322 that the invoice is valid, then in operation 324

the invoice is further processed given its validity. If it is determined in operation 322 that

the invoice is invalid, then in operation 326 the invoice is further processed according to

one or more errors detected by the validation process.

However, if it is determined in operation 322 that further input is needed, in

operation 328, current matching results are displayed. Additionally, in operation 330 a

user supplies further input into the system, and this further input is in turn processed



utilizing the integrated matching and extraction algorithm 320 along with the information

extracted in operation 318 and the purchase order for the given invoice retrieved in

operation 316.

In one embodiment, the validity of the invoice may be determined by

simultaneously leveraging information from OCR, information from extraction, matching

to a purchase order, business rules, and potentially manually validated information. An

example of an algorithm used for this integrated matching process is described in the

embodiment below.

In the context of the current embodiment, a position includes a purchase order

position, an invoice line includes a physical line on an invoice, and a line-item includes a

description of a specific good delivered and the corresponding charges. Additionally, a

line-item field includes a component of a line-item with a particular meaning, for

example, description of the goods delivered, unit price, quantity and/or extended price.

Further, the description includes the specific line-item field that describes the goods

delivered. Also, a position match candidate (PMC) includes a combination of line-items

that is a candidate to match to a purchase order position. In one embodiment, PMCs may

map one to one to positions, whereas line-items do not necessarily have a one to one

mapping to positions.

The matching and extraction algorithm validates invoices by comparing the

information given on an invoice with the corresponding purchase order. To this end the

algorithm performs the following tasks. First, the algorithm validates line-items by

associating the line-items on a given invoice with the open purchase order positions of

this invoice. Additionally, the algorithm validates the invoice by checking the

consistency of the invoice given the extracted values for total, subtotal, taxes as well as

other additional charges like shipping and handling against the sum of the validated line-

items. Further, the algorithm outputs a score that indicates the validity of the invoice as



well as the best association as determined by the algorithm of the line-items and their

fields to the purchase order positions.

The algorithm generates a list of matching hypotheses. In one example, a

matching hypothesis is a possible association of the line-items and their respective fields

to the list of open purchase order positions as well as possible values for total, subtotal,

tax and other additional charges necessary to validate the invoice. The algorithm

determines for each of the generated hypotheses an overall cost of the association and

validation. The hypothesis with the lowest cost is elected as the final result.

The cost may be based on different sources of information. For example, the

algorithm may utilize OCR results and a confidence of characters. Additionally, the

algorithm may utilize extractor results, e.g. a list of possible label assignments and the

associated confidences for every token on the invoice. Further, the algorithm may utilize

user provided input such as correction of OCR and extraction results, as well as purchase

order information and business rules.

Matching hypotheses are generated in a two step process. The first step forms a

set of PMCs from the invoice line-items. However, a complicating factor here is that

line-items may not necessarily map one to one to positions. On occasion, several line-

items may map to the same position. Additionally, in one embodiment, several positions

may map to the same line-item. Accordingly, the algorithm generates PMCs by

combining line-items given the extraction and OCR results. Additionally, in yet another

embodiment, line item match candidates (LIMCs) may be created from the set of

positions in order to handle the case where several positions map to the same line item.

The second step finalizes the creation of the matching hypothesis by electing a

specific one to one mapping of the generated PMC set to the positions and the resulting

validation. In another approach, a specific one to one mapping of the generated LIMC



set to the line items is selected. In yet another approach, a combination of the foregoing

may be used.

For simplicity, the following will refer to PMCs, though it is to be understood that

similar methodology may be applied to use of LIMCs and/or the combination of PMCs

and LIMCs. The overall cost c of the matching hypothesis is the sum of the individual

costs of the two steps, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1

c =cPMC + cMAP

As shown in Table 1, cPMC indicates the cost of generating a specific set of

PMCs and cMAP is the cost associated with a specific one to one mapping of the

generated PMC set to positions and the validation of the invoice. The cost cPMC is

factored into the following sum, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2

cPMC =cprior + dine +cextraction + cOCR + csequence + calignment

The different costs cprior, cextraction, cOCR, csequence, calignment and dine

are defined as shown in Table 3.

Table 3

cprior: Cost associated with a specific combination of line-items. It is a heuristic cost containing prior
knowledge regarding the combination of line-items. For example the combination of line-items that
appear in consecutive order on the invoice is preferred over the combination of nonconsecutive line-

items.

dine: The logarithmic sum of the probabilities of the line-items used for the current PMC set to be line-



items versus generic invoice lines. The probabilities are based on the different format of line-items
compared to generic invoice lines.

cextraction: The logarithmic sum of extraction probabilities of the tokens that have been assigned the
labels description, quantity, unit price and extended price for the current PMC set.

cOCR: The tokens assigned the labels quantity, unit price and extended price by the current PMC set have
to fulfill the constraint that quantity times unit price equals extended price. The cost cOCR is the
cost associated with fulfilling this algebraic constraint given the OCR confidences of the different
characters in these tokens.

csequence: This cost captures the prior knowledge that some sequences of line-item fields are more likely
than others. For example it is unlikely to observe on an invoice that extended price is the first line-
item field on a line-item followed by unit price, quantity and finally description, whereas the
sequence description, quantity, unit price and extended price is quite common for a line-item.

calignment: Cost that reflects the observation that line-item fields tend to be aligned vertically

The mapping cost cMAP of the second step is shown in Table 4 .

Table 4

cMAP = cmatch + cvalid

The variable cmatch represents the total cost of the one to one mapping of the

current PMC set to the positions. It is the sum over the individual matching costs of

matching a single PMC to a position. The single matching costs are derived from the cost

of fuzzy matching the individual line-item fields description, quantity, unit price, and

extended price to the corresponding entries in the position. The fuzzy matching takes into

account the OCR confidence of the individual characters in the extracted line-item fields.

The variable cvalid represents the cost that determines the validity of the invoice

given the elected one to one mapping of the current PMC set to positions and checking

this information against additional information extracted from the invoice according to

predefined business rules. For example, the default business rule may be that the sum of

the extended prices of the current PMC set balances with the extracted values for invoice



subtotal, invoice total, tax, and additional extracted charges like shipping and handling.

The cost may be based on the extraction probabilities of the extracted values and the

associated OCR confidences of the individual characters.

The number of matching hypotheses grows in a factorial manner depending on the

number of line-items as well as positions. Accordingly, an exhaustive search for the best

matching hypothesis becomes quickly unpractical for invoices with more than a dozen of

line-items and positions when using prior art methods. The developed algorithm

approximates the search efficiently and effectively. The elected approach is described in

the following paragraphs.

The number of possible PMC sets is factorial in the number of line-items.

Similarly, the number of possible one to one mappings to positions given a specific PMC

set is factorial in the number of positions and line-items. Accordingly, the number of

resulting possible matching hypotheses is a factorial number of PMC sets combined with

an factorial number of mappings making, as mentioned above, an exhaustive search of

the matching hypothesis space unpractical using prior art methods.

Searching the PMC set space independently from the mapping space would

reduce the complexity of the search. However, this approach yields suboptimal

associations of line-items to positions. It applies too severe restrictions on the matching

hypothesis search space leading to local optima. An illustrative example is an invoice

with a rarely observed layout of line-items. In this instance the best guess for extracted

line-item fields is likely to be systematically wrong. Still, the additional costs in cPMC do

not sufficiently constrain the problem to overcome the wrong extraction results and, thus,

ultimately yield a wrong association of line-items to positions. In this case, the

simultaneous analysis of the information contained in the mapping cost cMAP is

necessary to resolve the problem.



The elected algorithm searches the PMC set space and the mapping space

simultaneously. It copes with the combinatorial growth of the search space given the

number of line-items and positions by leveraging a priori knowledge of the specific

problem. For example, an exhaustive search of all possible mappings given a specific

PMC set is unnecessary. At that point the problem is sufficiently constrained and a

greedy search for the best mapping is sufficient. On the other hand a greedy search for

the best PMC set tends to yield a suboptimal association of line-items to positions. The

final strategy adopted for the search is to apply a restricted combinatorial search of the

PMC set space and to combine it with a greedy search for the best mapping given a

specific PMC set. The algorithm uses stochastic annealing for the restricted combinatorial

search of the PMC set space.



Table 5

Table 5 describes the aforementioned process in more detail. It starts with a

matching hypothesis by generating an initial PMC set and associating the individual

PMCs greedily to positions. The main loop of the algorithm tries to improve on the

initial matching hypothesis by iterating through the matching hypothesis space. Within

each iteration of the main loop the algorithm chooses a PMC set using stochastic



annealing and determines its best mapping to positions using a greedy search. The

algorithm terminates when the improvement of the overall cost c becomes marginal.

Table 6

Table 6 illustrates the procedure for iteratively generating the PMC set. A

modified PMC set is generated by first making small changes to the current combination

of line-items and the considered set of line-item candidates. The changes are sampled

according to the costs cprior and dine. Given the current annealing temperature elected

changes with a higher cost cprior + dine are sometimes accepted. In a second step the

labels of some line-item fields are randomly modified using the costs cextrαction, cOCR,

csequence, cαlignment and the current annealing temperature.

While the present invention has been illustrated and described with reference to

specific embodiments, further modification and improvements will occur to those skilled

in the art. It is to be understood, therefore, that this invention is not limited to the

particular forms illustrated and that it is intended in the appended claims to cover all

possible modifications of the teachings herein.



The present description is presented to enable any person skilled in the art to

make and use the invention and is provided in the context of particular applications of the

invention and their requirements. Various modifications to the disclosed embodiments

will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art and the general principles defined

herein may be applied to other embodiments and applications without departing from the

spirit and scope of the present invention. Thus, the present invention is not intended to be

limited to the embodiments shown, but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with

the principles and features disclosed herein.

In particular, various embodiments discussed herein are implemented using the

Internet as a means of communicating among a plurality of computer systems. One

skilled in the art will recognize that the present invention is not limited to the use of the

Internet as a communication medium and that alternative methods of the invention may

accommodate the use of a private intranet, a LAN, a WAN, a PSTN or other means of

communication. In addition, various combinations of wired, wireless (e.g., radio

frequency) and optical communication links may be utilized.

The program environment in which a present embodiment of the invention is

executed illustratively incorporates one or more general-purpose computers or special-

purpose devices such facsimile machines and hand-held computers. Details of such

devices (e.g., processor, memory, data storage, input and output devices) are well known

and are omitted for the sake of clarity.

It should also be understood that the techniques presented herein might be

implemented using a variety of technologies. For example, the methods described herein

may be implemented in software running on a computer system, or implemented in

hardware utilizing either a combination of microprocessors or other specially designed

application specific integrated circuits, programmable logic devices, or various

combinations thereof. In particular, methods described herein may be implemented by a

series of computer-executable instructions residing on a storage medium such as a carrier



wave, disk drive, or computer-readable medium. Exemplary forms of carrier waves may

be electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals conveying digital data streams along a

local network or a publicly accessible network such as the Internet. In addition, although

specific embodiments of the invention may employ object-oriented software

programming concepts, the invention is not so limited and is easily adapted to employ

other forms of directing the operation of a computer.

Various embodiments can also be provided in the form of a computer program

product comprising a computer readable medium having computer code thereon. A

computer readable medium can include any medium capable of storing computer code

thereon for use by a computer, including optical media such as read only and writeable

CD and DVD, magnetic memory, semiconductor memory (e.g., FLASH memory and

other portable memory cards, etc.), etc. Further, such software can be downloadable or

otherwise transferable from one computing device to another via network, wireless link,

nonvolatile memory device, etc.

Figure 4 illustrates a network architecture 400, in accordance with one

embodiment. As shown, a plurality of networks 402 is provided. In the context of the

present network architecture 400, the networks 402 may each take any form including,

but not limited to a local area network (LAN), a wireless network, a wide area network

(WAN) such as the Internet, peer-to-peer network, etc.

Coupled to the networks 402 are servers 404 which are capable of communicating

over the networks 402. Also coupled to the networks 402 and the servers 404 is a

plurality of clients 406. Such servers 404 and/or clients 406 may each include a desktop

computer, lap-top computer, hand-held computer, mobile phone, personal digital assistant

(PDA), peripheral (e.g. printer, etc.), any component of a computer, and/or any other type

of logic. In order to facilitate communication among the networks 402, at least one

gateway 408 is optionally coupled therebetween.



One or more scanners 410 may be coupled to a network, a server 404 and/or a

client 406. The scanners) 410 may be accessible by the attached machine and/or

remotely by other machines via any interconnection path.

Figure 5 shows a representative hardware environment that may be associated

with the servers 404 and/or clients 406 of Figure 4, in accordance with one embodiment.

Such figure illustrates a typical hardware configuration of a workstation in accordance

with one embodiment having a central processing unit 510, such as a microprocessor, and

a number of other units interconnected via a system bus 512.

The workstation shown in Figure 5 includes a Random Access Memory (RAM)

514, Read Only Memory (ROM) 516, an I/O adapter 518 for connecting peripheral

devices such as disk storage units 520 to the bus 512, a user interface adapter 522 for

connecting a keyboard 524, a mouse 526, a speaker 528, a microphone 532, and/or other

user interface devices such as a touch screen (not shown) to the bus 512, communication

adapter 534 for connecting the workstation to a communication network 535 (e.g., a data

processing network) and a display adapter 536 for connecting the bus 512 to a display

device 538.

The workstation may have resident thereon any desired operating system. It will

be appreciated that an embodiment may also be implemented on platforms and operating

systems other than those mentioned. One embodiment may be written using JAVA, C,

and/or C++ language, or other programming languages, along with an object oriented

programming methodology. Object oriented programming (OOP) has become

increasingly used to develop complex applications.

Of course, the various embodiments set forth herein may be implemented utilizing

hardware, software, or any desired combination thereof. For that matter, any type of

logic may be utilized which is capable of implementing the various functionality set forth

herein.



While various embodiments have been described above, it should be understood

that they have been presented by way of example only, and not limitation. Thus, the

breadth and scope of a preferred embodiment should not be limited by any of the above-

described exemplary embodiments, but should be defined only in accordance with the

following claims and their equivalents.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method, comprising:

performing optical character recognition (OCR) on a scanned image of a first

document;

extracting an identifier from the first document;

identifying a complementary document associated with the first document using

the identifier;

generating a list of hypotheses mapping the first document to the complementary

document using:

textual information from the first document;

textual information from the complementary document; and

predefined business rules;

determining a validity of the first document based on the hypotheses; and

outputting an indication of the determined validity.

2. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the first document is an invoice.

3. A method as recited in claim 2, wherein the complementary document is at least

one of a purchase order, a memorandum, and a delivery note having a relationship

with the invoice.

4. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising scanning the first document

using a scanner for generating the scanned image.

5. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising correcting OCR errors in the

first document using at least one of the textual information from the

complementary document and the predefined business rules.



6. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising normalizing data from the first

document using at least one of the textual information from the complementary

document and the predefined business rules.

7. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising normalizing data from the

complementary document using at least one of the textual information from the

first document and the predefined business rules.

8. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising generating an alert upon

encountering a potential problem when determining the validity of the first

document.

9. A method as recited in claim 8, wherein the alert includes identification of a

mismatch in expected similar or identical values in the first and complementary

documents.

10. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising receiving user input indicating

at least one of a correction and a validation of a line item or header field item of

the first document.

11. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein determining the validity of the first

document includes automatically estimating values for expected or actual line

items in the first document.

12. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein determining the validity of the first

document includes automatically correcting values for expected or actual line

items or header field items in the first document based on at least one of the

textual information from the complementary document and the business rules.



13. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the first document is at least one of an

explanation of benefits document, a sales order document, and an insurance claim

document.

14. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising correlating a term on the first

document and a different term on the complementary document as referring to a

same thing.

15. A method as recited in claim 14, further comprising storing the correlation of the

terms in a database.

16. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising reconstructing the first

document using the hypotheses and business rules, wherein the determining the

validity step analyzes the reconstructed first document.

17. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising, upon determining that the first

document is valid, generating knowledge based on the hypotheses generated.

18. A method as recited in claim 17, wherein the generating the knowledge includes

using transduction.

19. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising outputting a reconciliation

screen to a user upon failing to determine the first document is valid or

determining that the first document is invalid.

20. A method as recited in claim 19, wherein a notification to access the

reconciliation screen is sent to a sender of the first document.

21. A method as recited in claim 19, further comprising receiving a modification to

the first document by a user viewing the reconciliation screen.



22. A method as recited in claim 22, further comprising attempting to re-validate the

modified first document.

23. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the determined validity is used to validate

a business transaction.

24. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

performing OCR on a scanned image of a second document;

extracting an identifier from the second document;

identifying a second complementary document associated with the second

document;

generating a list of hypotheses mapping the second document to the second

complementary document using:

textual information from the second document;

textual information from the second complementary document; and

predefined business rules;

determining a validity of the second document based on the hypotheses; and

outputting an indication of the determined validity of the second document.

25. A method as recited in claim 24, wherein the validated first document is used as

the second complementary document.

26. A method as recited in claim 1, further comprising repeating the method using a

second complementary document for again determining a validity of the first

document.

27. A method, comprising:

extracting an identifier from an electronic first document;



identifying a complementary document associated with the first document using

the identifier;

determining a validity of the first document by simultaneously considering:

textual information from the first document;

textual information from the complementary document; and

predefined business rules; and

outputting an indication of the determined validity.

28. A method as recited in claim 27, further comprising correcting OCR errors in the

first document using at least one of the textual information from the

complementary document and the predefined business rules.

29. A method as recited in claim 27, further comprising normalizing data from the

first document using at least one of the textual information from the

complementary document and the predefined business rules.

30. A method as recited in claim 27, further comprising normalizing data from the

complementary document using at least one of the textual information from the

first document and the predefined business rules.

31. A method as recited in claim 27, further comprising generating an alert upon

encountering a potential problem when determining the validity of the first

document.

32. A method as recited in claim 31, wherein the alert includes identification of a

mismatch in expected similar or identical values in the first and complementary

documents.



33. A method as recited in claim 27, further comprising receiving user input

indicating at least one of a correction and a validation of a line item or header

field item of the first document.

34. A method as recited in claim 27, wherein determining the validity of the first

document includes automatically estimating values for expected or actual line

items in the first document.

35. A method as recited in claim 27, wherein determining the validity of the first

document includes automatically correcting values for expected or actual line

items or header field items in the first document based on at least one of the

textual information from the complementary document and the business rules.

36. A method as recited in claim 27, wherein the determined validity is used to

validate a business transaction.

37. A method as recited in claim 27, further comprising:

acquiring an electronic second document;

identifying a second complementary document associated with the second

document;

generating a list of hypotheses mapping the second document to the second

complementary document using:

textual information from the second document;

textual information from the second complementary document; and

predefined business rules;

determining a validity of the second document based on the hypotheses; and

outputting an indication of the determined validity of the second document.

38. A method as recited in claim 37, wherein the validated first document is used as

the second complementary document.



39. A method as recited in claim 27, further comprising repeating the method using a

second complementary document for again determining a validity of the first

document.

40. A computer program product embodied on a computer readable medium,

comprising:

code for performing optical character recognition (OCR) on a scanned image of a

first document;

code for extracting an identifier from the first document;

code for identifying a complementary document associated with the first

document using the identifier;

code for generating a list of hypotheses mapping the first document to the

complementary document using:

textual information from the first document;

textual information from the complementary document; and

predefined business rules;

code for determining a validity of the first document based on the hypotheses; and

code for outputting an indication of the determined validity.

41. A system, comprising:

a device for performing optical character recognition (OCR) on a scanned image

of a first document, extracting an identifier from the first document, identifying a

complementary document associated with the first document using the identifier,

generating a list of hypotheses mapping the first document to the complementary

document using textual information from the first document, textual information

from the complementary document, and predefined business rules, determining a

validity of the first document based on the hypotheses, and outputting an

indication of the determined validity



42. A computer program product embodied on a computer readable medium,

comprising:

code for extracting an identifier from an electronic first document;

code for identifying a complementary document associated with the first

document using the identifier;

code for determining a validity of the first document by simultaneously

considering:

textual information from the first document;

textual information from the complementary document; and

predefined business rules; and

code for outputting an indication of the determined validity.

43. A system, comprising:
a device for extracting an identifier from an electronic first document, identifying

a complementary document associated with the first document using the

identifier, determining a validity of the first document by simultaneously

considering textual information from the first document, textual information from

the complementary document, and predefined business rules, and

outputting an indication of the determined validity.
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